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Each month we go ‘Inside The Wardrobe of The 
Metaverse’ - bringing out key insights from 
weekly conversations with industry leaders on 
the ideas, imaginations and infrastructure 
needed to build the future of fashion. 


Fashion magazines, fashion films, fashion shows, 
these have forged the base of how we show up 
and show off for decades. However, as we move to 
the Metaverse, armed with new immersive 
technologies, the question of how we exhibit and 
interact with our worn environment lays open.


To join our Sunday sessions, forged from 
inspiring guests and enticing giveaways, follow 
The Fabricant & Dani Does Not Exist on Twitter 
and join The Fabricant Studio on Discord.

LIVE EVERY SUNDAY AT 7PM CET ON TWITTER SPACES 
FEATURING INSPIRING GUESTS AND EXCITING GIVEAWAYS

FOLLOW THE FABRICANT & DANI DOES NOT EXIST FOR UPDATES

@DANIDOESNOTEXIST @the_fab_ric_ant

@the fabricant STUDIO www.thefabricant.com
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Digital Fashion Exhibition
highlights:

weARing Digital

ASVOFF

Print

In this month's ‘Inside The Wardrobe of The 
Metaverse’ conversation series, 

 Founder of , 
and The Fabricant’s Pepe Castelo discuss 
Digi-Sapien-centric media with leading 
creators and tastemakers.


Here are some of last month’s insights from 
experts working to integrate Digital Fashion 
with the next generation of media  

Daniella 
Loftus This Outfit Does Not Exist

INSIDE THE WARDROBE OF THE 
METAVERSE: A RECENT REVIEW

https://twitter.com/danidoesnotxist
https://twitter.com/danidoesnotxist
https://www.thisoutfitdoesnotexist.com/


WeARing Digital Fashion: 

“Imagination is the limit”

Spotlight on our guest


A proud 3D generalist,  has combined his background in fashion and jewelry with 
a passion for 3D designs to create Digital Art works in both Virtual and Augmented reality. 

Lucas Guzman

Key takeaways:

Ownership is integral

The companies in control of the most 
advanced AR technologies, such as 
Instagram and Snap do not give ownership 
rights to creators or consumers. This stunts 
the markets emerging around AR - everything 
from influencers building and selling NFTs to 
AR-based NFT try on which companies like 
Dress-X are facilitating. 

Digital > Physical 

As our lives shift online, the significance 
placed on our physical identities are fast 
becoming secondary to the digital ones we 
construct. Nowhere is this more evident than 
in consumption. In the words of Lucas “it’s 
happening to me - I would not spend more 
than 0.3 ETH on a cool physical jacket, but I 
would definitely spend 1-2 ETH on skins for a 
character in a digital land”

All about experimentation

With digital design education so far from 
being standardised so many of the efforts 
around creation and education are 
community led. Through channels like 
Discord, Twitch and Twitter aspiring creators 
can collaborate in real time.   

The Fabricant’s resources

GO TO RESOURCES

https://www.instagram.com/lucasguzman3d/?hl=en
https://linktr.ee/thefabricant


Creators and projects highlighted by Lucas







Rebel Rabbits

A generative mask-based 
NFT project Lucas is 
collaborating with.

Donalleniii

An ‘AR influencer’ who 
created a full body filter 
for the Bored Ape Yacht 
Club filter 

Carlings AR Collection.

One of the first physical 
fashion brands to 
experiment with Digital 
Fashion carlings created a 
QR code activated t-shirt 
where the print could be 
changed in AR

SCAN TO LISTEN TO  
THE INTERVIEW


weARing Digital Fashion with 
Lucas Guzman

https://rebelrabbits.io/
https://www.instagram.com/donalleniii/?hl=en
https://www.dezeen.com/2020/01/14/carlings-last-statement-tshirt-political-slogans-ar/


A Shaded 
View on 
Digital 
Fashion 
Film

Spotlight on our guest


Diane Pernett is a Paris-based American-born 
international fashion blogger and critic, and founder of

 festival where The Fabricant 
is curating the first ever Digital Fashion film category. As 
a pioneering life blogger, who had spent over half her life 
in fashion, Diane saw cinema as a route to accentuate 
the emotion and powers of the worn garment. Through 
ASVOFF she has showcased feature films, documentaries, 
conferences, performances and installations with fashion 
at their core for the past 13 years. 

 A 
Shaded View on Fashion Film

“‘Everything 
influences fashion. 
Fashion is 
everything - it’s the 
way you eat the way 
you walk, the way 
you live your life 
it’s not just the 
handbag you carry’”

Fashion has not seen its potential in the 
film industry

Whilst Hollywood is already employing 3D rendering, motion 
capture suits and green screens Digital Fashion is far from 
realising its potential within the medium of cinema. Rather 
than being used to translate the supernatural digitally; 
fashion’s role as a storytelling method is what needs to be 
seen. And with technological developments, and a new host 
of curators with technological awareness, this is where the 
future of film is headed.


 

Emotion is integral

The question “do you feel something?” and “does it take you 
somewhere?” hold an integral place in both film and fashion. 
The synthetic elements which make up 3D, both in the 
clothes and their wearers, can make Digital Fashion feel 
“dehumanising and distant”; alienating the viewer and 
removing the elements of empathy. The new generation of 
creators must be conscious of how to use their medium in a 
way that tells a compelling story which stays with the viewer 
rather than just showcasing the use of innovative tools.

A new medium to enhance 
expression

A lack of limitations around space, time 
and gravity allow Digital Fashion to do 
the impossible; conveying previously 
unimaginable messages and bringing 
across previously inexplicable points of 
view. The lack of concern for the 
physical when creating - “not having to 
worry about how much space things 
take up” - democratises the space, 
allowing creators without the luxury of 
vast swathes of studio floor to sculpt 
their fantasies.

https://www.ashadedviewonfashionfilm.com/
https://www.ashadedviewonfashionfilm.com/


Creators and projects highlighted by DIANE 







Krista Kim

A pioneering digital artist 
creators of - 
the first ever digital house 
sold as NFT 

 ‘Mars House’ 

Hussein Chalyan

A deeply experimental fashion 
designer whose
show sw clothes defying space 
and construction by morphing 
into furniture

 A/W 2000 

Iris Van Herpen

A powerful fashion creative 
utilizing a diverse variety of 
mediums to convey 
emotion, her  
shows emotion exposed 
through fashion 

Earthrise film

SCAN TO LISTEN TO  
THE INTERVIEW


A Shaded View of Fashion 
Film with Diane Pernett 

https://www.kristakimstudio.com/
https://www.archdaily.com/959011/mars-house-first-digital-home-to-be-sold-on-the-nft-marketplace
https://chalayan.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UxOuOMcNvSU
http://www.irisvanherpen.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ap1oUBCznO4


Digital Fashion in print

“A magazine 
doesn't 
create,  
it curates”
Spotlight on our guest


James Joseph is the Founder and Editor of 
 - a phygital publication 

and collective focusing on futurism and 
tech culture. A passionate futurist with a 
background in fashion, James saw the 
potential for AR as a route to revolutionize 
publications during his time at Garage. He 
founded CYBR as the first ever futurist 
magazine deploying emerging tech such as 
NFTs and AR and featuring innovators 
such as Grimes, Isabelle Bokehme, Dr 
Sankai of Cyberdyne Robotics and our very 
own Dani Does Not Exist.

CYBR magazine

Merging two worlds


Whilst largely considered a more immersive technical 
medium, Virtual Reality (VR) is limited by the fact that it 
requires full immersion, that inevitably has to end. 
Augmented Reality instead of “replacing reality”, 
“enhances it” by “putting a layer of digitization on top of 
reality” requiring no trade off between physical and 
digital engagement.


Communities vs consumerism


Where traditional brands attempt to sell goods to a 
willing consumer base, the Web3 community strives to 
distribute equity and build bonds. Concepts like free 
airdrops and presale access, which reward participation 
as opposed to prioritising monetization, lays at the core 
of the digital-first era. Unlike traditional magazines that 
lack communities, media sources that curate 
communities and cater to their needs will be those that 
forge the routes forward. 


NFTs as a route to ownership


 In not only digital media but the fashion worn 
within it the conception of ownership is crucial. 
Buying digital fashion for single photo use is 
“not good enough”. When buying a dress to be 
worn through digital render you’re only paying 
for “one thing” - and that thing is the photo. 
Moving towards true blockchain based 
ownership gives buyers both true agency over 
how they wear and monetize their clothing and 
the perks that come with it such as rewards 
based on verifiable ownership.

https://cybrmagazine.com/


Creators and projects highlighted by JAMES







RTFKT Studios

Leading Digital Sneaker brand 
from ex-Fnaticers who are about to 
release interoperable metaverse 
avatars through their  CloneX drop 

Garage Magazine

Biannual publication dedicated 
to contemporary art and 
fashion that has experimented 
with AR since 2016

RAVEworld

Creators of Augmented 
Reality t-shirts 

SCAN TO LISTEN TO  
THE INTERVIEW


Digital Fashion in Print 
with James Joseph

https://clonex.rtfkt.com/
https://clonex.rtfkt.com/
https://garage.vice.com/en_us
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We hope you enjoyed these insights. 


Our upcoming series will be focusing on 
‘Digital Fashion Collection’ delving into how, 
where and why to buy Digital Fashion. Stay 

tuned on our Discord for more information. 


For more need-to-knows, key insights, and 
compelling guests from the the heart of the 
digital fashion world, follow our Inside The 

Wardrobe of The Metaverse discussion series, 
live on Twitter Spaces @the_fab_ric_ant 

every Sunday at 19.00 CET



FOLLOW THE FABRICANT & DANI DOES NOT EXIST FOR UPDATES

@DANIDOESNOTEXIST @the_fab_ric_ant

the fabricant STUDIO www.thefabricant.com
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